POLLINATORS AND HABITATS
Learn more about pollinators and build a bug hotel.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
KS2 Science (year 4)
recognise that living things can be grouped in a variety of ways
explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a variety of living things in their local
and wider environment
KS2 Science (year 5)
describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird
describe the life process of reproduction in some plants and animals.
KS2 Literacy
Spoken language: maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on
topic and initiating and responding to comments

RESOURCES
Camera or iPad – check device and usage permissions
For minibeast observation – mounted insects – 6 boxes, hand
lenses
Pollinating insects – BBC Wildlife British Pollinators sheets x15
Bug hotel building – bamboo, sticks, grass, cones, straw, reeds,
string.

INTRODUCTION – MINIBEAST OBSERVATION (15 MINS)
Children seated at tables with one box of insects and as many hand lenses as you can get hold of, for each table.

Let’s have a look at some insects to see how their bodies are.

What do you notice about the structure of these insects?
How many body parts do they have? How many legs do they have?
Which part of the body are the legs attached to? What does the surface
of their body look like? Can you see any other body parts?
Insects have three body parts - the head, thorax and abdomen. The six legs
are attached to the thorax. They have an exoskeleton instead of an
endoskeleton, which is why we can see them so well. The hard chitin making
up their exoskeleton takes a long time to rot. Insects have two antennae on
their heads.
Soldier Beetle
Picture Credit: geograph-3076756-by-Kenneth--Allen
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What is the lifecycle of insects?
Think about the story of ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’ and tell me the stages it goes through.
The average insect is initially an egg. The egg hatches and becomes a larva – sometimes they look like a maggot,
sometimes like a caterpillar, sometimes like a mini version of the adult. The ones that look like maggots or caterpillars will
pupate and be in the form of a pup for a while. Eventually the pupa will develop into the adult shape.

Mason bees mating
Photo Credit: Osmia_rufa_couple_ByAndré Karwat_akaAkaCC BY-SA 52.

Brimstone egg on Alder Buckthorn leaf (their food)
Photo credit: Dean Morley
https://www.flickr.com/photos/33465428@N02/17292525885

Hoverfly larva eating aphids
Photo Credit: HoverflyLarva_LuisaMota

Comma pupa on elm leaf (one of their foods)
https://gv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coadan:Comma_pupa_on_%27Patriot%27_001.jpg
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POLLINATING INSECTS (15 MINS)
What do you know about pollinating insects?
Hand out the BBC Wildlife British Pollinators sheet for children to look at in pairs.

What do pollinating insects do? What kind of insects are pollinators?

What do they do over winter?
As you go through the sheet, ask children to find the insects mentioned on the sheet.
Butterflies Some hibernate as adults, hiding in crannies, behind bark, somewhere dry - Brimstone, Comma, Peacock and
Small Tortoiseshell. Some overwinter as pupae – lumpy crysalises – Small White and Orange-tip. They need somewhere to
hide in winter.
Hoverflies Some hibernate as adults, hiding in crannies somewhere dry – Drone fly. Some hibernate as larvae in the soil.
Hoverflies that hibernated as adults will emerge early in the spring (March) and lay their eggs on aphid infested plants.
They will need lots of nectar to keep them alive in early spring and somewhere tube-shaped to hide in winter.
Bees Some hibernate as colonies (e.g. Honeybee and Buff-tailed Bumblebee) but may come out to forage if the
temperature rises above 10 deg C. Some solitary bees (e.g. Red mason bee) will overwinter as a larva inside a tube-shaped
nest. In the spring the adult will emerge very early and need an immediate supply of nectar to survive. Bees need an almost
year-round supply of nectar and solitary bees need somewhere to shelter, ideally tube shaped.

Photo credit: Red_mason_bee_(Osmia_bicornis)_nest_cells_in_a_bee_hotel,_Sandy,_Bedfordshire_(11370194786)
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BUG HOTEL BUILDING (20 MINS)
Would you like to build a Bug-ingham Palace? A BeeNB?
Now is your chance to create a palatial bug hotel to attract and house pollinating insect, which will actually be
used in the orchard.
Would you like to build a Bug-ingham Palace? A BeeNB?
Now is your chance to create a palatial bug hotel to attract and house
pollinating insect, which we could leave in an orchard.
Hand out bamboo canes and other materials for building a bug
hotel
Show children how to use secateurs safely
Explain that the materials in the bug hotel will be between 10
and 20 cm long – about the distance from their thumb to their
little finger
Minibeasts will be able to live inside the hollow stems and in between
the leaves. The bundles will be put together inside a covered bug
hotel.

Why will the bug hotel be covered in a waterproof sheet?
The cover will stop the minibeasts getting wet, keep them protected from
cold wind and hide them from predators such as birds.

TIME TO RECAP (5 MINS)
What have we learned today?
What kind of insects are we building the bug hotel for? How will the bug hotel help the insects? Can you
remember the names of any of the insects? Why are pollinating insects important? What else could we do to help
pollinating insects? What stages do insects go through in their life cycle? Who can remember the different parts
of an insect’s body? How are insects different from mammals?
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